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TODTWO MB WARS
No moral is to be found, no side is clearly taken in the work of
TODT. There is just confusion. The viewer recognizes that this is
frightening material-that TODT, in its own search for truth , is
willing to question the assumption that technological advances
are really "advances." TODT reveals the dark side of the
twentieth century. Although they are not imitators , TODT's
questioning of the upward spiral that modern culture has so
long believed in is what links TODT to the postmodern
movement. TODT understands the scientific law that "for every
action , there is an equal and opposite reaction" -thus for every
medical breakthrough or scientific achievement, there are
losses as well. TODT sees us existing in a catatonic state,
oblivious to the negative forces that are unleashed with every
technological discovery. Inundated by the trappings of a
media that promotes the concept that progress is being made,
we are reminded by TODT that we are dazed and immobilized .
TODT calls us back to consciousness. Not professing to have
the answers, or even to clearly have access to all the levels
inherent in the message, their art is like an alarm-a mechanism
that serves to startle and awaken. TODT's pretext is that our
bodies are not our own . More and more , according to TODT,
we are losing control of our own personal biology, and "the
state, even before birth, has the ability to infiltrate all realms of
privacy. The body becomes a place that is always being
fought over, lending it to mass invasion." In Womb Wars, a title
that is full of paradox, the viewer can sense that "the power of
the state" is the real horror. The issue of "the newborn or the
non-born" is, for TODT, "a political bomb." The womb, once
perceived as a haven for safety, today is a war zone-a
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battlefield for politicians, medical specialists, and biological
engineers. Abortion is certainly at issue in this work, but TODT
refuses to let the debate end with a clear pro-life or pro-choice
proclamation. Not taking a moral stand on abortion, TODT
shocks us into the realization that the overriding dilemma is one
of loss of control.
Womb Wars, a gallery-sized constructivist installation,
juxtaposes aspects of American folk art with the slick,
sophisticated look of high technology. "The fact that our way of
working is cumulative makes it American-a collection of junk,
anonymous at times. It's a first exploration of materials that
you're not used to dealing with and getting to know-like
something you found outside your hut" Feeling no reverence for
any one object, TODT admits to a cannibalistic way of working.
Objects that appear in earlier pieces often emerge in later work..,
and are expanded upon in order to facilitate a kind of
metamorphosis. Preoccupied with the message-a message
that they are working to clarify for themselves-TODT devours
portions of their own past creations. The result is an ever more
exciting regurgitation of ideas and materials that culminate in
larger and more ambitious pieces. An example of this is The
Museum of Contemporary Art's installation of Womb Wars,
which appeared in its first form at P.P.O.W. in New York and then
at The Brooklyn Museum.
TODT, a collaborative group, actually works as a tribe and
endeavors to downplay the individual: "The work is like a
ceremony or a ritual. The nature of dealing with the work
becomes almost tribal. The collaborative tends to undercut the
individual, and if the person is not contributing anything, then
they're not part of the group." What results is a sort of
cumulative psychosis, setting up, as they believe, "all the
dimensions of schizophrenia .... When you are dealing with the
relationship of four people-the pushing/pulling to the greater
good of what it becomes, an organization that's working for
something outside of yourself-it approximates a corporation .'~

Symbolic of this corporate mentality is their logo-like name, with
each letter capitalized, reminiscent of a GE or NASA. Todt is
actually an old German word meaning "negativity to the nth
degree," and it also was the surname of Hitler's chief engineer.
Coexisting with the primitive in TODT' s work is an obvious
fascination with the militaristic and today's high-tech look.
Womb Wars, using light boxes, industrial steel rigging, fifty-gallon
steel drums, hospital equipment, etc., creates a compelling
tableau, which is really an exaggeration of America's obsession
with materialism and the "proliferation of stuff." This foreboding,
theatrical environment, at first appearing meticulously crafted
yet jury-rigged together, confuses the viewer. An example of this
can be seen in their manipulation of a seemingly innocent
doctor's chair-furniture that, at one time or another, everyone
sits down in. Yet, Womb Wars' "birthing chair" looks like an evil
torture device. In TODT' s words, "Sometimes you admire a piece
that should horrify you, but at the same time, you're intrigued
with the craftsmanship. It hits on different levels."
It is precisely the many levels of TODT' s investigation that
make the work so intriguing. Loaded with information of a
crucial and timely nature, and able to impact the viewer with its
unique aesthetic, Womb Wars achieves its goal, stunning us into
consciousness. Realizing that our indifference is no longer
acceptable, we stir and awaken. Reality sets in-it's not very
comforting.

Barry A. Rosenberg

~Scha~~
TOG>T was interviewed by the authors at The Museum of Contemporary Art in Dayton
on October 27, 7990.
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